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Cooling system without CapDI
A cooling tower carries away heat through the evaporation of water. This water contains natural
ions such as calcium, bicarbonate, chloride and sulfate. The ions do not evaporate and build up
over time causing corrosion and scaling. To prevent this chemicals are added to the cooling water
to try to manage and control the damage. Eventually the water degrades to such a point where it
is discharged (blowdown) and the cooling tower is refilled with fresh water.
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Cooling system with CapDI
The CapDI system treats the water before it enters the cooling tower. CapDI will provide a reduction
of up to 80% of the ions on the incoming stream. This allows the water to remain in the cooling tower
up to five times longer resulting in lower overall water consumption and wastewater production. The
decreased water consumption also means a reduction in the scale and corrosion inhibitors required
to treat the water.
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CapDI removes 80% of the ions from feedwater,
thereby increasing its cycle of concentration from 3 to 15.
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The benefits of installing CapDI
in a cooling system
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